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Abstract 
This report contains the distribution system input scenario and the results from the corresponding 
LTE network dimensioning studies. 

The scenario is based on selected use cases of the Vattenfall / Finland distribution system network 
which require wireless communications. 

Two LTE deployment scenarios are considered:  

 a typical CSP provided LTE MBB network as well as  

 a dedicated LTE network for the utility which is optimized for coverage. 

Average and peak load capacity utilization of the LTE core and radio network are analyzed in detail 
for the selected use cases. 

Additionally, the feasibility of using LTE for satellite access is investigated. 
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1 Preface 
This report was done as a part of the Finnish national research project "Smart Grid and Energy 
Market" SGEM.  

It was funded by Tekes – the Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation and the 
project partners. 

NSN would like to thank the partners Vattenfall, Emtele, Violasystems and TeliaSonera for 
providing background information and the good cooperation. 

Chapter 4.7 on satellite access was contributed by Elektrobit, the remaining chapters were 
contributed by NSN. 

 

2 Scope 
This report contains the distribution system input scenario and the results from the corresponding 
LTE network dimensioning studies. 

The scenario is based on selected use cases of the Vattenfall / Finland distribution system network 
which require wireless communications.  

Updates and corrections to the scenario data reported earlier in the SGEM deliverable D6.1.1: 
“Consolidated communication requirement descriptions” [18] are included in this report. For the 
convenience of the reader, the revised assumptions (and related text / tables) of the SGEM 
deliverable D6.1.1 is integrated into this present report. 

Two LTE deployment scenarios are considered:  

 a typical CSP provided LTE MBB network as well as  

 a dedicated LTE network for the utility which is optimized for coverage. 

Average and peak load capacity utilization of the LTE core and radio network are analyzed in detail 
for the selected use cases. 

 

Additionally, the feasibility of using LTE for satellite access is investigated in chapter 4.7. 
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3 Introduction, Motivation and Methodology 
 

Within the 2nd FP of SGEM detailed LTE radio and core network dimensioning studies have been 
carried out by Nokia Siemens Networks. The distribution system input scenario and corresponding 
study results are documented in this report. Updates and corrections to the scenario data reported 
earlier in the SGEM deliverable D6.1.1: “Consolidated communication requirement descriptions” 
[18] are also included in this report. 

Dimensioning studies gauge the amount and impact of SG communications traffic and allow 
comparisons to mobile broadband traffic carried in LTE networks. They also provide a better 
understanding of the specific characteristics of the SG M2M traffic and the resulting requirements 
on the underlying radio communication system. The LTE network dimensioning studies are also 
basis for possible further economic studies in SGEM FP3 such as CAPEX / OPEX comparisons for 
various LTE deployment scenarios and configurations. 

For utility communications it is necessary to consider in addition to the average SG data traffic 
volumes also the peak loads during larger scale power outages and faults (e.g. due to many 
simultaneous alarms of meters / RTUs). Any limitations in the communication system due to 
congestion would impact the useful functionality which could be implemented into DMS. 

SG related communications requirements are very use case specific. In addition to the schedule of 
meter reads, the modeling of use cases related to power outage and fault scenarios which may 
result in high or peak session densities (signaling transactions) requires detailed input 
assumptions. These cannot be easily found in the open literature. While the use case volumetric 
data collected by NIST [4,5] covers a broad range of future SG use cases, the detail of this data is 
considered as not sufficient to study the relevant distribution automation use cases in Finland in 
depth. 

In order to make the LTE network dimensioning studies concrete, a case study approach is 
therefore utilized. As the Vattenfall / Finland distribution system possess already today a high 
degree of automation and also makes extensive use of wireless communications (based on 
GPRS), it is an ideal starting point for defining meaningful power and communications system 
scenario data.  

In a first version of this report this will be done for today’s use cases such as AMR, use of AMR 
alarms in DMS for MV/LV outage management and MV feeder automation. This will establish a 
baseline scenario which can be verified against empirical data obtained from current 
communication arrangements. In a revised version of this report during FP3 more speculative SG 
use cases will be added which could materialize around 2020 such as more advanced distribution 
automation concepts, retrieving disturbance files from primary substations, video surveillance, etc. 

The related communications traffic with the field devices (automatic meters, RTUs) is assumed to 
be carried exclusively wirelessly and furthermore, is assumed to be aggregated into a single LTE 
network.  

Two LTE deployment scenarios are considered:  

 a typical CSP provided LTE MBB network as well as  

 a dedicated LTE network for the utility which is optimized for coverage. 
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Fig. 3-1. shows the proposed methodology for the LTE network dimensioning case study.  
Previous work for GPRS along similar lines can be found in [13]. 

 

Fig. 3-1. Proposed methodology of the LTE network dimensioning case study 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scenario parameters related to the orange and yellow colored boxes are as follows: 

 

Distribution system area & topology: 

 % distribution of area types (urban, rural,…) 

 average amount of MV, LV feeders, transformers and customers per area type 

 average length of feeders 

 AM, RTU densities per area type 

 

Distribution automation use cases volumetric data and concurrency aspects: 

 selection of relevant use cases and their underlying communication events 

 communication transactions and data volumes related to the events 

 protocol overheads (TCP/IP, VPN, heartbeat,...) 

 event frequencies (e.g. fault+alarm frequencies, meter reads) 

 concurrency aspects of events (e.g. how many meters are read per hour, how many 
alarms occur per hour during storms) 

 how meter traffic (reads, alarms) are concentrated / configured behind concentrating 
modems 
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LTE Radio link budget (RLB), cell size:   

 AM, RTU related RF site parameters needed for RLB 

 LTE spectral efficiency figures and resulting per cell and aggregate RAN air interface 
capacity for the 2 deployment cases 

 

Output parameters related to the gray colored boxes are as follows: 

 # of sites needed for coverage of the utility service area 

 aggregate traffic volumes on per-cell and core network (EPC) basis 

 analysis of different timescales: monthly, busy hour, peak load seconds 

 Average and peak load capacity utilization of the LTE core and radio network 

 

These data are captured in suitable EXCEL files to facilitate further analysis in subsequent 
deliverables. A core part of this is a flexible database for SG traffic events describing their detailed 
characteristics which is utilized by the various traffic analysis sheets. This SG traffic event 
database can be readily extended for additional uses cases in future studies. 
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4 Scenario for communication requirements  

4.1 Utility Service area and Distribution system topology 
The following figures provide an overview of the chosen Vattenfall / Finland distribution system 
scenario: 
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Vattenfall / Finland distribution system service area: 
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The Vattenfall / Finland service area and distribution system topology is approximated by the 
following more specific scenario data in Table 4.1-1. This data is then used for LTE network traffic 
dimensioning according to the methodology as per Fig. 3-1. 

The provided numbers are not exact, but should be in the right ballpark in order to derive 
representative area densities for meters and RTUs. Compared to the rural area, the margin of error 
in these assumptions is certainly larger for urban and suburban areas due to their small size and 
high power density. 

Table 4.1-1 
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Clearly, the Vattenfall / Finland service area is pre-dominantly of rural type with no major cities 
included.  

In rural areas there is very little potential for AMR traffic concentration due to an average of only 14 
customer sites per MV/LV transformer and the relatively long LV feeder lengths. This is the reason 
for VFV focus on cellular GPRS as the primary meter access technology without relying on PLC or 
RF mesh traffic concentration. 

 

Data about the number and densities of connected field devices is as follows: 

 

 
 

Connected devices

393105

130

1670

116

AM

Recloser

Disconnector

HV/MV substation
gatew ay

 
 

The meter population strongly dominates over RTUs from DA. 
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4.2 Fault frequencies 
Faults are linked to communication events such as alarms or meter queries. These event 
frequencies will be later related to MV fault frequencies which are considered therefore first. 

4.2.1 MV Fault statistics from 2010 
The following figures copied from [11] provide MV faults / 100 km as an average across most 
Finnish distribution system companies (not just VFV). 

Fig. 4.2.1-1. MV faults / 100 km / a (from [11]) 

 

 

Fig. 4.2.1-2. MV faults / 100 km / d (from [11]) 

 
The peaks around beginning of August (4-9.8) were due to severe storms. A summary of the storm 
impact can be found in [10] from which also the next 2 figures are taken: 
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The following slides borrowed from [9] describe in more detail the impact on the VFV distribution 
network: 
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The following slides, also borrowed from [9], will show increasingly more detail about the worst 
storm for VFV – Sylvi.   

Fig. 4.2.1-3. Customer outages (from [9]) 
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The progression of customer outages during Sylvi is shown more clearly in Fig. 4.2.1-4: 

Fig. 4.2.1-4. Sylvi induced customer outages 

Sylvi-storm: Affected customers 8.8.-11.8.2010
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Sylvi-storm (zoomed), evening hours 8.8.
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4.2.2 MV Fault frequencies 
From the data in section 4.2.1 we will derive MV fault frequencies as follows: 

 

Yearly average MV fault frequency: for rural area Fig. 4.2.1-1 shows around ~11.1 MV faults / 100 
km / a, however, this is an average across nearly all distribution system operators in Finland of 
which 65% were not affected by the storms [10]. Assuming for the unaffected distribution system 
operators 7.5 MV faults / 100 km / a, i.e. a value close to the average over the last years, we obtain 
for the other 45% of distribution system operators affected by the storms an adjusted value around 
15.5 MV faults / 100 km / a, i.e. ~1.4x the values from Fig. 4.2.1-1. This results for the VFV area in 
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However, storms tend to make the fault event rate rather ‘peaky’, i.e. non-uniformly distributed in 
both time and (geographical) area domain. We will consider hourly peak MV fault frequencies.  

 

Hourly peak MV fault frequency, within whole system area, during Sylvi storm: 

A. From Fig. 4.2.1-4. we find at 22:15 the highest rate of power outages of 15000 outages / 15 
min, i.e. 45000/h across the VFV system. Table 4.1-1 shows 412 customers per rural 
feeder which have on average ~2 disconnectors which results in a lower number of 
customers in outage per MV fault; let us assume here 275 instead of 412. This gives a rate 
of 45000/275 = ~164 MV faults/h. 

B. VFV quoted 600 MV faults due to storms of which ~57% or 342 faults are due to Sylvi by 
inspection of Fig. 4.2.1-3. From Fig. 4.2.1-2 we see that around 50% or 171 of the Sylvi 
induced faults occurred in the evening of 8.8., the remaining ones during the following 2 
days. Fig. 4.2.1-4. shows that 90% of these 171 faults occurred between 22:15 and 23:15, 
i.e. within 1 h or at a rate of ~154 MV faults/h. 

C. Fig. 4.2.1-4 shows for the 8.8 ~0.36 MV faults/100 km/d averaged across all distribution 
system operators in Finland. However, according to [10] only 21% of the distribution system 
operators were affected by Sylvi, so this value should be adjusted upwards by a factor of 
2.3 resulting in ~0.83 MV faults/100 km/d or for the rural VFV area 170.6 faults. Assuming 
90% of these within 1 h gives a rate of ~153.5 MV faults/h. 

These results are well aligned and summarized as: 

 
 

During the worst hour of Sylvi the Peak-to-Average Event (=fault) Rate increased in the time 
domain by a factor of ~431 compared to the yearly average. 

 

However, storms tend to make the fault event rate also non-uniformly distributed in the 
(geographical) area domain which needs to be considered when computing cell peak loads. 

Hourly peak MV fault frequency, within affected area, during Sylvi storm: 

Fig. 4.2.1-4 shows that during the worst hour of Sylvi around 35500 or 65% of the faults occurred 
in Häme/Pirkamaa region alone. From the above figure of MV feeders in outage we can roughly 
estimate that about ½ of the Pirkamaa region and most of “Päijät-Häme” were affected, together 
that is ~14500/2 + 6200 = 13450 km^2 or 27% of the VFV area. This gives an area Peak-to-
Average non-uniformity factor of 0.65*49000/13450 = 2.37. 
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During the worst hour of Sylvi the Peak-to-Average Event (=fault) Rate increased in the storm 
affected area by a factor of ~1000 compared to the yearly average. 

 

These values for MV fault frequencies and Peak-to-Average Event Rates (PAER) will be used in 
the subsequent sections to derive proportional communication event rates, i.e. for those events 
which are triggered by a fault (alarms, tele-control). 

4.2.3 Fault frequencies (LV, MV broken connector) 
All MV faults are assumed to follow the Peak-to-Average Event Rates (PAER) established in the 
previous section. 

 

LV faults: Around 1200 or ~30% of the LV faults occurred during the storms, out of a total around 
4000 / a. Similarly to the last section point B. we assume, that of these 1200 faults around 
0.57*0.5*0.9 = ~26 % occurred during Sylvi’s most destructive hour, i.e. ~307 faults / h. The 
dominating LV fault is one phase missing. 

 

The average and Sylvi ‘busy-hour’ fault frequencies and their corresponding Peak-to-Average 
Event Rates (PAER) are summarized as follows: 
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4.2.4 Reclosing 
Intermittent faults cleared by reclosing are not included in the above MV (permanent) fault 
frequencies; however, they do cause communications events such as fault current alarms and 
switching state indications. 

The following statistics from [11] connects reclosing events to permanent faults: 

 
For the following calculation it is assumed that there is exactly one recloser per MV feeder. 
Reclosers can be located on poles along the feeder or at the HV/MV substation. As the 
communication media and routes may differ, we distinguish both cases. Reclosing along the feeder 
is thus proportional to (# of reclosers / # of MV feeders).  

The detailed assumptions, together with the triggered events are as follows: 

Table 4.2.4-1 
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4.3 Synopsis of the selected use cases 
In a first version of this report only today’s use cases such as AMR, use of AMR alarms in DMS for 
MV/LV outage management and MV feeder automation are considered. This will establish a 
baseline scenario which can be verified against empirical data obtained from current 
communication arrangements.  

In a revised version of this report more speculative SG use cases will be added which could 
materialize around 2020 such as more advanced distribution automation concepts, primary 
substation connectivity, video surveillance, etc. 

Detailed event frequencies and volumetric information are provided in Section 4.4 for the following 
use cases: 

4.3.1 AMR 
The assumed metering case is one with 100% cellular connectivity. That would be via GPRS900 
today, but in the related SGEM studies LTE is assumed. 

Some of the urban and suburban meters are behind a RS485 ‘concentrator’ which we assume a 
‘dumb’ device merely relaying the meter traffic. Nevertheless, the meter activity may be configured 
(coordinated) in order to bundle activity (sending reads, alarms,..) into a common RRC session. 
This will, however, not affect the traffic volumes which are assumed to be proportional to the 
amount of meters.  

 

 
 

A critical parameter for AMR related traffic intensity is the duration of the time interval allocated for 
daily meter reads. As a baseline 6 h are assumed. 
 
Additional information regarding the meters can be found from [7,14,15,16]. 
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Critical parameters for coverage analysis and related site counts of dedicated utility radio networks 
are meter TX power, antenna gain and building penetration losses. These parameters are defined 
in Section 4.5.4. 
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4.3.2 LV, MV Outage management with AMR + DMS 
In this use case meters provide alarms to DMS as per the following architecture (see [6,7,8,19]).  

The use of meter alarms and queries are described in fairly good detail in [12] from a DMS 
perspective. The details of these traffic characteristics are captured in Section 4.4.  

Meters are not connected via VPN tunnels, hence there is no ping base load traffic. 
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4.3.3 MV Feeder Automation (FA), primary substation connectivity 
Background information about MV Feeder Automation (FA) can be found from [1,20]. A synopsis of 
the considered VFV distribution (feeder) automation use cases can be found from [17] from which 
the following figures are borrowed: 

 
 

 
 

The generated IEC-104 traffic from disconnectors is dominated by battery voltage, RTU metallic 
enclosure (‘kotelo’) temperature measurements and binary state indications which are reported to 
SCADA when their respective values change. Reclosers additionally report MV line currents and 
voltages on value change. IEC-104 events and control signaling related to reclosing events are 
listed in Section 4.2.4. Additional base-load is generated by periodic ICMP pings within the VPN 
tunnel. The details of these traffic characteristics are captured in Section 4.4. 
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VFV’s primary substations can be compact and located at remote sites with no wireline 
communications. Their role is to improve MV distribution network reliability by reducing MV feeder 
lengths. The following picture gives an impression of such a compact substation. 

 
 

The generated IEC-104 traffic is dominated by reporting ~40 analog measurements and ~400 
digital I/O state points to SCADA on value change (HV, MV busbar voltages, feeder currents, 
switching states,…). Additionally there are IEC-104 events (alarms) and control signaling, e.g. 
those related to reclosing (most reclosers are located at the primary substations). As of today, no 
disturbance files or surveillance video is transferred to SCADA, however, these might be 
considered as future UCs. Tele-protection related line signaling of the 110 kV sub-transmission 
network is handled by the national transmission operator FINGRID (fiber connectivity). 

In most countries connectivity between the primary substations and SCADA / DMS is provided via 
wireline / fiber access. However, in VFV’s case this connectivity is provided today primarily by the 
@450 (FlashOFDM) radio network [22] with backup connections via satellite. 3G gateways 
(+satellite backup routing) are used at locations with no @450 coverage. The following picture 
shows the related antenna installation.  

FlashOFDM is considered obsolete technology making this use case interesting for LTE. In the 
following we assume that all traffic is transferred via LTE. 
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4.4 Event frequencies and data volume requirements of selected use 
cases 

The list of considered events is not intended to be complete; the focus is on regular events which 
cause a significant baseload (e.g. meter reads, frequent IEC-104 measurement indications, VPN 
tunnel pings,…) or are triggered by faults and thus scale with high Peak-to-Average factors during 
storms.  

Not included are exceptional events related to e.g. 

 outages of the VPN connections (PDP context timer expiry, changeover from M2M GWs, 
IEC-104 General Interrogations, VPN connection parameter re-negotiations,…)  

 failures of the telco equipment itself (eNB, EPC, M2M GW,…) which could lead to a larger 
number of connection re-establishment requests of the field devices within short periods of 
time. 

The following event frequencies and data volumetrics are based on relatively rough estimates; they 
are not an outcome from empirical data of the actual traffic. They are therefore approximations and 
it is expected that some future additions and corrections of the event related parameters might be 
needed in order to tune the scenario better towards the actual aggregate communication data 
volumes.  

In fact, some difficulty was encountered to match the calculated event-based FA and substation 
related traffic to some of the measured aggregate data volume points obtained from the actual 
network. The calculated traffic is ~2.5 … 4x smaller than actual measured traffic which might be 
due to the missing overheads from VPN connection re-establishments, possibly wrongly configured 
field RTUs with high reporting or ping rates etc. Nevertheless, while this error sounds large, it has 
little impact on the overall conclusions and can be accepted for the time being. Significantly more 
work would be required to obtain detailed data from the two underlying GPRS networks for better 
calibration; moreover to resolve the data volume on the granularity of individual events also 
measurements from SCADA/DMS and the AMR MDMS would be required. 

 

4.4.1 Mapping of Faults to Events, Event frequencies 
A number of events scale with fault frequencies, however, not all of them such as IEC-104 
measurements or RTU pings.  

The current assumptions regarding the list of events together with their yearly occurrences for the 
whole distribution network (i.e. sum over all field devices) are captured in Table 4.4.1-1.  

The rationale for event frequencies is captured in the ‘Remark’ column. The recloser related IEC-
104 events are accumulated from the # of alarms and commands as provided in Table 4.2.4-1.  

Also the Peak-to-Average Event Rates (PAER) multipliers for scaling event rates e.g. under storm 
conditions or AMR activity are provided. 
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Table 4.4.1-1 

Urban Suburban Rural Total

Events & frequencies Use case Field device
 EPC 

transactions Events / a Events / a Events / a Events / a Remarks PAER_BH PAER_sec PAER_area
AM reads AMR AM RRC 18987592 30715571 93780180 143483343 AM reads uniformly over 6 h, spatially uniform 4.0 1 1.0
Alarm zero conductor fault AMR+DMS AM RRC 29 61 776 865 1/2 of the AM on LV feeder send alarm 674.1 1 2.4

AM query AMR+DMS AM PAG_RRC 29 61 776 865 the other half is queried after zero conductor fault alarm 674.1 1 2.4
Alarm one phase missing AMR+DMS AM RRC 302 631 8079 9012 1/2 of the AM on LV feeder send alarm 674.1 1 2.4

AM query AMR+DMS AM PAG_RRC 302 631 8079 9012 the other half is queried after one phase missing alarm 674.1 1 2.4
Alarm voltage level AMR+DMS AM RRC 66 265 6571 6902 1/10 of the AM on MV feeder send alarm 1.0 1 1.0
Alarm voltage unbalance AMR+DMS AM RRC 88 358 8871 9317 1/2 of the AM on MV feeder send alarm 430.9 1 2.4

AM query AMR+DMS AM PAG_RRC 726 2937 72815 76479
6.25% of AM on MV feeder are queried after MV fault. During storm 
repairs time are stretched over 24 h 18.0 1 2.4

AM query AMR+DMS AM PAG_RRC 957 1999 25595 28552
90% of AM on the same LV feeder are queried after customer outage 
notice 674.1 1 2.4

IEC-104 Event FA Recloser RRC_CONN 0 556 20023 20579 see description 'Reclosing events' 430.9 1 2.4
IEC-104 Command + Reply FA Recloser RRC_CONN 0 410 15959 16368 see description 'Reclosing events' 430.9 1 2.4
IEC-104 Event FA Disconnector RRC 0 0 0 0 TBD;reserved 430.9 1 2.4
IEC-104 Command + Reply FA Disconnector PAG_RRC 288 901 35109 36299 see description 'Reclosing events' 430.9 1 2.4
Ping FA Recloser RRC_CONN 0 15768000 52560000 68328000 ICMP echo req within VPN tunnel, 1 per min 1.0 1 1.0
Ping FA Recloser RRC_CONN 0 1576800 5256000 6832800 ICMP echo req within VPN tunnel, 1 per 10 min 1.0 1 1.0
Ping FA Disconnector RRC 10512000 157680000 709560000 877752000 ICMP echo req within VPN tunnel, 1 per min 1.0 1 1.0
Ping FA Disconnector PAG_RRC 1051200 15768000 70956000 87775200 ICMP echo req within VPN tunnel, 1 per 10 min 1.0 1 1.0
IEC-104 MV, DI FA Recloser RRC_CONN 0 22075200 73584000 95659200 84 measurements / h 1.0 1 1.0
IEC-104 MV, DI FA Disconnector PAG_RRC 5468160 82022400 369100800 456591360 32 measurements / h 1.0 1 1.0
IEC-104 MV, DI SS_CONN GW_SS RRC_CONN 22075200 66225600 765273600 853574400 14 measurements / min 1.0 1 1.0
IEC-104 Event SS_CONN GW_SS RRC_CONN 354 1088 50788 52231 see description 'Reclosing events' 430.9 1 2.4
IEC-104 Command + Reply SS_CONN GW_SS RRC_CONN 131 410 15959 16499 see description 'Reclosing events' 430.9 1 2.4
Ping SS_CONN GW_SS RRC_CONN 1576800 4730400 54662400 60969600 ICMP echo req within VPN tunnel, 1 per min 1.0 1 1.0
Ping SS_CONN GW_SS RRC_CONN 157680 473040 5466240 6096960 ICMP echo req within VPN tunnel, 1 per 10 min 1.0 1 1.0

Total / a 5.983E+07 3.970E+08 2.200E+09 2.657E+09
Total / h 6.830E+03 4.532E+04 2.512E+05 3.033E+05
Total / s 1.897E+00 1.259E+01 6.978E+01 8.426E+01  

 

The yearly event occurrences from Table 4.4.1-1 are visualized in the following chart. The 
dominating events are IEC-104 measurement and state indications from RTUs and primary 
substation, RTU VPN pings and AM reads. In comparison fault related alarms and commands are 
not significant. 
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4.4.2 Event communication volumetric data 
TCP/IP and 3GPP protocol overhead parameters relevant for air-interface capacity are 
summarized in the following table: 

IP MTU 1400 Bytes
IP+TCP,UDP headers 40 Bytes
LTE RRC connection establishment overhead (C-plane) 425 Bytes
TCP/IP connection establishment overhead (U-plane) 160 Bytes
VPN overhead 60 Bytes
LTE PDCP+RLC overhead factor (between MAC and IP) 1.06

TCP/IP and 3GPP protocol overhead parameters

 
 

SSH-VPN overheads are included for the FA and primary substation ‘always-on’ connections.  

It is assumed that all field devices are MME registered (“attached”) and have already the required 
PDN connection and default bearer established.  

Overhead related to TCP/IP connections establishment & release is included for meters. RTUs and 
substation GW are assumed to have an active VPN tunnel connection. 

Furthermore, it is assumed that each event related to meters or disconnectors will lead to a 
transition from RRC_IDLE to RRC_CONNECTED state (see following Figure) and then back to 
RRC_IDLE. This tacitly assumes that the RRC release timer is set shorter than the average gap 
between subsequent events within a RRC connection which appears to be a reasonable 
assumption for the considered use cases. Frequent pings to monitor the VPN tunnels to/fro 
disconnector RTUs can lead to large signaling overhead from the RRC state transitions. Therefore 
this overhead is accounted for in the load calculations.  

On the other hand, recloser RTUs and substation GWs have inter-event distances which are 
smaller than typical RRC release timer values, therefore these connections stay in the 
RRC_CONNECTED state. There are relatively few recloser RTUs and substation GWs per cell, 
hence this is a reasonable assumption. In LTE the related radio resource consumption (e.g. control 
channel capacity) can be optimized by utilizing DRX for these connections. 

RRC related C-plane signaling traffic and PDCP+RLC overhead is not visible in S1 interface U-
plane traffic, however, here IP transport overhead (GTP, Ipsec, Ethernet) becomes relevant and is 
accounted for. 
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RRC connection setup (Service Request)

MME

Initial UE Message

RRC Connection Request

RRC Connection Setup

RRC Connection Setup Complete

(SERVICE REQUEST)

Initial Context Setup Request

RRC Connection Reconfiguration

RRC Connection Reconfiguration Complete
Initial Context Setup Response

EMM-registered

 
 

The current assumptions regarding the event communication volumetric data across the air-
interface are captured in Table 4.4.2-1: 

Table 4.4.2-1 

 
 

The application payloads are rough estimates; they are not an outcome from empirical data of the 
actual traffic or from a deeper analysis of the protocols and the transmitted data content. 

For IEC-104 APDUs it has been assumed that the APCI and ASDU headers consume together 
~10 Bytes and that each information object consumes ~15 Bytes including time stamp. For the 
analog measurement indications from RTUs and primary substations it has been assumed that 
multiple information objects originating from the same function block are bundled within one ASDU; 
e.g. that the recloser RTU reports 4 current at the same time (for the 3 phases + 0-current). 
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A few observations: 

 UL - DL asymmetry is highest for the meter reports (~11:1); for the remaining events TCP 
ACKs, VPN and RRC signaling overheads tend to level this difference 

 VPN related overhead relative to the APDU is ~5x for IEC-104 messages with a single 
information object and somewhat less for APDUs with multiple information objects 

 the RRC related signaling overheads (across the air-interface) are significant for small data 
volumes;  e.g. increasing the total overhead for disconnectors relative to the IEC-104 APDU 
by factor ~20x 
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4.5 Wireless communications system parameters 

4.5.1 General assumptions 
In the studies within this SGEM subtask, the SG communications traffic with field devices 
(automatic meters, RTUs,…) is assumed to be carried exclusively wirelessly. In Europe wireless 
traffic from FANs is collected today pre-dominantly by public GSM900 networks. This is also the 
case in the above Vattenfall / Finland distribution system scenario. 

M2M traffic carried today by public GSM900 networks will be shared in the nearer future with 
WCDMA/HSPA 2100/900 networks and in the more distant future additionally with 
LTE800/1800/2600 networks. Some of these networks will be implemented by CSPs with multi-
radio / standard base stations serving different 3GPP radios within or across their respective 
frequency bands. They are built on a generic (“SW defined radio”) base station and common core 
network platform. This 3GPP radio evolution is described in more detail in [1]. 

LTE has established itself in the CSP domain as the leading global standard and platform for IP 
optimized radio communications. All major mobile standards such as GSM, WCDMA and 
cdma2000 converge into the LTE IP based platform. 

Also established radio standards for mission critical applications such as TETRA (for public safety), 
GSM-R (for life-critical train-control and railway communications) and P25 (for public safety in the 
US) evolve their next generation standard towards LTE/SAE. As a case in point, within the US, a 
strong consensus has emerged in support of LTE/SAE, as a common technology platform for the 
public safety broadband network. Subsequently the FCC will mandate that all networks deployed in 
the 700 MHz public safety broadband spectrum adopt LTE in order to facilitate nationwide 
interoperability for public safety broadband networks.  

Therefore, there is an opportunity for utilities to join this growing ecosystem for mission critical 
radios based on LTE. Some utilities, notably in US, are expected migrating their current dedicated 
radio networks to a dedicated converged LTE IP network.  

From this perspective it may be of interest within the coming FP3 of SGEM to conduct comparative 
studies on OPEX/CAPEX of a CSP provided vs. dedicated utility radio network. By assuming LTE 
in both cases we don’t need to additionally translate assumptions and results across different radio 
technologies. Therefore we consider for the following communications system parameters both a 
CSP provided 10 MHz LTE MBB network as well as a Dedicated 5 MHz LTE network which has 
been coverage optimized for the utility. The actual ownership of the dedicated utility optimized LTE 
network is of no importance for the dimensioning studies here: it could be directly owned and 
operated by the utility or it could be owned and operated by a service provider on behalf of the 
utility. 

In order to simplify the analysis and focus on the worst case from a loading / congestion point of 
view we assume in both cases that all SG traffic is aggregated into a single LTE network and 
frequency band. This also fits to the timeframe (up to 2020) of the considered distribution 
automation use cases. By 2020 CSP operated LTE networks will be more mature and can take a 
larger burden of the MBB and utility M2M traffic.  

For the dedicated utility optimized LTE network it is interesting to know how much of the LTE 
capacity will be used up by the SG M2M traffic (or the other way around: how much spectrum 
would actually be required by the utility), the potential for congestion and OPEX/CAPEX 
comparisons with M2M services from CSP MBB networks. 

Even though LTE is chosen in the analysis, many of the results should nevertheless also hold for 
comparable broadband radios such as CSP operated HSPA or utility operated WiMAX.  
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4.5.2 LTE channel BW, MIMO assumptions 
To simplify the studies, we assume for both LTE networks FDD duplex mode. However, it needs to 
be kept in mind that some of the dedicated BB utility networks are operating in unpaired spectrum, 
e.g. 2.3 GHz WiMAX TDD networks in Australia. The LTE TDD mode is definitely of relevance for 
SG communications. 

For the CSP provided MBB network we assume a LTE channel bandwidth of 10 MHz which is a 
very common deployment case. Obtaining spectrum for the dedicated utility network is a big 
challenge and considering also lower traffic volumes and intensity compared to MBB a smaller 
channel bandwidth of 5 MHz is considered.  

As SG traffic stresses the UL much more than the DL, there is no gain (but only extra cost) from 
the additional TX paths needed for MIMO in a dedicated utility optimized LTE network. To simplify 
the studies we assume no MIMO, i.e. 1TX-2RX in both cases, even though a CSP provided MBB 
network would typically deploy MIMO in order to boost user throughput. 

To summarize, the following general system parameters will be assumed for the dedicated utility 
optimized LTE network:  

 
 

4.5.3 Frequency bands 
When LTE is operated as dedicated network, the utility would need to have access to a licensed 
frequency band, either directly or on a leased basis. The licensed spectrum can be either a paired 
or unpaired band, as LTE supports both, the FDD and TDD duplex modes of operation.  

Some countries, for example Canada have already designated spectrum @1.8 GHz to utilities for 
broadband communications, in other countries the regulators have still to make decisions. Utilities, 
notably in the US, might be interested in obtaining direct access to spectrum @700 MHz or by 
establishing partnerships with other stakeholders using LTE in the Public Safety and Critical 
Infrastructure space. In some countries, e.g. Australia, spectrum has been provided to utilities on a 
lease basis in order to facilitate wireless connections of meters. 

Paired frequencies within the propagation and interference friendly licensed bands below 1 GHz 
are particularly attractive for LTE deployment. The Vattenfall / Finland service area is pre-
dominantly of rural type with no major cities included. Providing universal coverage for such an 
area in bands (much) above 1 GHz is not economic. Also CSPs use bands   < 1 GHz for rural MBB 
access. Furthermore, with pressure high on optimal radio link budgets (cell range), FDD is 
preferred over TDD. 

Here we will use the 900 MHz1 and close by 800 MHz2 FDD bands in order to ease relative 
comparisons without the need to worry about the large impact from propagation related 
phenomena across different frequency bands. Bands < 1 GHz help also in so far as they connect 
to the available data from the numerous GSM900 automation use cases of today. While the 900 
MHz band is not a typical band for public LTE, it is used for WCDMA900 in Finland and the close 
by 800 MHz is used on other countries for LTE, e.g. Germany, see [1]. 

                                                  
1 LTE Band 8 
2 LTE Band 20, not yet licensed in Finland 
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It must be remembered, that currently utilities don’t have access to licensed broadband spectrum 
in Europe, in particular not to the 800 MHz band. The spectrum related situation in Europe is 
summarized in [3] from an EUTC perspective. An interesting topic for subsequent SGEM studies is 
evaluating the potential benefits and required amount of broadband spectrum licensed to utilities in 
Europe. 

 

4.5.4 Radio link budgets 
Following the utility scenario definition the next step in traffic dimensioning according to the 
methodology of Fig. 3-1 is estimating LTE cell sizes. Two cases for LTE network deployment are 
considered in the following radio link budget (RLB) analysis: 

1. CSP provided 10 MHz LTE900 MBB network: the radio network is dimensioned for public 
MBB traffic and is compatible with an existing GSM900 site grid. SG M2M traffic, e.g. from 
AM locations will be picked up ‘as is’ without any impact on the radio network design (e.g. 
cell range). 

2. Dedicated 5 MHz LTE800 network which is coverage optimized for the utility: here the field 
device RF site parameters (i.e. use of external antennas with meters) and cell design 
(range, RF site parameters) is optimized for the SG use case requirements only – this is 
done in order to minimize the number of required LTE sites. There is no existing 2G site 
grid and we can thus freely ‘stretch’ the sites in line with the SG traffic requirements in order 
to maximize radio coverage and keep investment costs low. With only M2M traffic present 
we don’t need to worry about high (say 64 kbps) broadband bit rate user requirement at the 
cell edge and can instead design for lower data rates (say 16 kbps). The network can be 
designed solely for coverage and need not be made denser due to capacity. The cell edge 
design is set by providing coverage to meters and this will then also cover for the RTUs 
which have a more favorable link budget. With this approach, the respective low site counts 
for the VFV service area are as follows:  

# of sites per area type

9
15 %

17
28 %

34
57 %

Urban

Suburban

Rural

 
 

Background material on LTE radio link budgets can be found from [2]. 

4.5.4.1 CSP provided LTE MBB network 
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4.5.4.2 Dedicated network optimized for utility 
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4.5.4.3 Observations and comparison 
First, it’s clear that the UL is the limiting link, mainly due to limited TX power and EIRP of the 
mobile, respectively field device (meter). 

Secondly, the number of required sites for the coverage optimized dedicated LTE800 network is by 
a factor of 22 lower compared to the CSP provided LTE MBB network – 60 sites instead of 1356 
for the VFV service area scenario. This significant difference is due to the following underlying 
assumptions in the RF parameters: 

 2 dBi external antenna gain for the meter compared to low mobile device antenna gain  4 
dB difference. For fixed installed meters there are no EIRP limits nor do mobile device SAR 
limits apply facilitating the use of external antennas. However, there is a cost penalty 
equipping meters (i.e. those at the cell edge) with external antennas which must be 
weighted against the cost of additional BS sites. 

 UL cell edge bit rate of only 16 kbps @ 4-TX HARQ gain vs. 64 kbps @ 10% BLER  5.85 
dB lower C/I for the coverage optimized dedicated LTE800 network. This lower bit rate is 
sufficient for M2M connections. The increased latency and air-interface utilization due to the 
additional HARQ re-transmissions are acceptable for the considered UCs. Hence, latency 
and capacity have been traded for coverage in order to minimize the site count. 

 Less load in the dedicated LTE network with M2M traffic only  2 dB lower interference 
margin. 

 Sites optimized for coverage only  80 m masts  better propagation. 
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 90% vs. 95% location probability  3.6 dB less fading margin. Meters don’t move and in 
case of poor coverage, the reception can be permanently improved, e.g. using 5 dBi 
external antennas or installing the antennas outdoors (at a cost penalty). 

 Lower building penetration losses for meter locations than for high quality CSP network 
aiming at universal coverage, e.g. with row houses meters are often placed outside the 
house in accessible cabinets with wooden doors  estimated 2 ... 5 dB advantage. 

 All in all, these differences accumulate to ~21 dB higher allowed maximum path loss (with 
clutter) for the coverage optimized dedicated LTE utility network. 

The RF design and site counts of these two LTE example networks represent the extremes: high 
quality CSP provided MBB networks in Nordic countries tend to operate with comparable high site 
densities. On the other hand, the parameters related to the coverage optimization of the dedicated 
LTE utility network are set on the aggressive side and the resulting cell sizes are likely at the upper 
limits of what can be achieved in practice. There are also some uncertainties on realistic parameter 
values for a variety of environments, e.g. those related to building penetration losses for meter 
locations. 

4.5.5 Meters and RTUs per cell 
Field device spatial densities are never truly uniform in practice; there is an unavoidable variance 
(peak vs. average) of the field device population seen by a cell. Calculation of cell peak loading 
requires estimates of the peak amount of field devices within a cell. This peak amount is obtained 
from the average value by scaling with suitable cell peak-to-average ratios (PAR) as follows. 

The average amount of meters and RTUs per cell can be obtained from the information related to 
the device densities within the utility area (Section 4.1, Table 4.1-1) and LTE cell ranges (Section 
4.5.4). The parameter Area peak to average # of devices per cell models mid-scale peak-to-
average variations in the amount of field devices within a cell.  

 

 
 

This will be overlaid with a spatial Poisson process (parameter Location percentile) to capture 
small-scale random variations and to ensure that each cell sees at least one of the devices, in 
particular those with potential of generating significant traffic like primary substation GWs. This will 
happen in accordance with the inverse Poisson CDF except for very low spatial densities as can 
be seen from the following tables. 

  

This results in the following values for meters and RTUs per cell: 
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4.5.5.1 CSP provided LTE MBB network 

 

4.5.5.2 Dedicated network optimized for utility 

 
 

The limiting case from a cell peak load perspective is repeated here also as a chart: 
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Peak # of devices per cell (Rural)

7777

51

6

6

AM

Disconnector

GW_SS

Recloser

 

4.5.5.3 Observations and comparison 
There is significant variation in number of attached meters/RTUs per cell depending on the LTE 
site densities. For example, rural cells of the coverage optimized dedicated LTE utility network are 
able to pick up ~30x the amount of meters due to their correspondingly larger coverage area. 
These cells are able to concentrate the generally sparsely distributed SG field devices and their 
traffic. This also means that they are potentially more vulnerable to overload in presence of SG 
traffic with very large peak-to-average characteristics (e.g. during power outages / storms). 

4.5.6 LTE spectral efficiency (SE), air interface capacity 
Yet another step in traffic dimensioning according to the methodology of Fig. 3-1 is to relate the 
carried SG traffic to the actual LTE cell throughput (i.e. capacity) and to compute the resulting M2M 
session densities, e.g. for quasi-simultaneous meter reads, alarms etc. For this assumptions on 
LTE spectral efficiency need to be made. 

Background material on the factors impacting LTE spectral efficiency can be found in [2]. In 
particular, the used channel bandwidth, MIMO modes (here: no MIMO, instead 1TX, 2-RX is 
assumed) and base station inter-site distance (obtained from RLB) are relevant.  

 

The SE relative to 10 MHz channel BW can be obtained from the following chart: 
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Taking also the actual channel bandwidth into account leads to the following capacity scale factors 
relative to 10 MHz: 

 
 

The following tables provide estimates of the 10 MHz LTE cell specific air interface capacity (at 
MAC layer) which were interpolated from system simulations for given load points. These figures 
are relatively conservative estimates for SE, as possible gains from additional LTE capacity 
features (MIMO, enhanced scheduling options, etc) are not included. Overheads due to control 
channels are already deducted. 

Also the system total air interface capacity (i.e. sum across all cells), for the given channel 
bandwidth (10 MHz for CSP LTE, 5 MHz for DNW LTE) is shown in separate tables. 

4.5.6.1 CSP provided LTE MBB network 
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4.5.6.2 Dedicated network optimized for utility 

 
 

 
 

4.5.6.3 Observations and comparison 
DL capacity is by a factor of 2 … 2.5 larger than UL capacity. With DL MIMO, this imbalance could 
increase by yet another ~20%. On the other hand, a much larger portion of the SG traffic is 
expected on the UL (field device  SCADA/DMS).  

The so called “coverage vs. capacity trade-off” can also be observed when comparing the tables 
for 10 MHz LTE. Due to large cells sizes and lower fading and interference margins the coverage 
optimized dedicated LTE utility network operates close to the “thermal noise limit”. This means that 
the field devices operate relatively more often at their TX power limits and cannot use spectrally 
more efficient modulation and coding schemes. For example, only 54% of the UL cell capacity of 
the CSP operated LTE network is reached (assuming 10 MHz in both cases).  
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These figures also show that the CSP operated much denser LTE network possess ~65x the 
aggregate UL air interface capacity for the same area, mainly due to the much larger number of 
sites and double bandwidth (10 MHz for CSP LTE, 5 MHz for DNW LTE). 

4.5.7 Observations and Suggestions 
Compared to the CSP operated dense LTE network, the stretched rural cells of the coverage 
optimized dedicated LTE utility network concentrate SG field devices and their traffic by a factor of 
~30. At the same time their air interface capacity is lower by a factor of  1/(0.54*0.48) = 3.85 (on 
the UL). This is a combined relative disadvantage for the rural utility DNW cell of factor 115.5 in 
dealing with SG traffic relative to a CSP cell. This means that the coverage optimized dedicated 
LTE utility network is potentially more vulnerable to overload in presence of SG traffic with very 
large peak-to-average characteristics (e.g. during power outages / storms, aggressive meter 
reads). 

Therefore it is proposed to start the LTE network dimensioning studies with this worst case first. 
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4.6 (Void) 
 

4.7 Satellite Access (contributed by Elektrobit) 
 

Today, terrestrial cellular systems provide coverage for most of the populated areas. Compared to 
satellite solutions, terrestrial systems provide superior capacity and are more economical, easy to 
build and maintain, and are expandable, while the satellites are expensive to build and operate and 
they provide quite limited capacity. Thus, the satellite communications market is much smaller and 
does not grow as fast as the terrestrial communications. However, the satellite systems have one 
major advantage; global coverage. Distant and unpopulated areas that are not covered by 
terrestrial cellular systems or even land line telephone can be reached via satellites. Many 
terrestrial operators use the satellite as backhaul from very remote areas as the most cost effective 
means of transport. Table 4.7.1 shows the frequency allocations for different satellite 
communication services.  

 

Table 4.7.1: Typical frequency band allocations for FSS, MSS and BSS. 

 

Radio communications 
services 

Frequency bands for 
uplink/downlink 

Usual terminology 

Fixed satellite services  
(FSS) 

6/4GHz 
8/7GHz 
14/12-11 GHz 
30/20 GHz 
50/40GHz 

C band 
X band 
Ku band 
Ka band 
V band 

Mobile satellite services 
(MSS) 

1.6/1.5 GHz 
2/2.2 GHz 
30/20GHz 

L band 
S band 
Ka band 

Broadcasting satellite 
services (BSS) 

2/2.2 GHz 
12 GHz 
2.6/2.5GHz 

S band 
Ku band 
S band 

 

Many of the current two-way satellite communications systems are using GSM/GPRS based air 
interface technology. As an example, Thuraya a service provider of voice, data, maritime, rural 
telephony, and fleet management over 140 countries, uses GMR-1 air interface while ASIA Cellular 
Satellite Network (ACeS) uses GMR-2 interface. The evolution of the GMR satellite air interface is 
depicted in Figure 4.7.1 below.  
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Figure 4.7.1: Evolution from GMR-1 to GMR-1 3G. 

 

GMR-1 3G uses TDMA/FDMA scheme, which has especially been developed for satellite link 
applications. Despite the term “3G”, GMR-1 3G is not based on any terrestrial 3G system, but it 
represents the third generation of satellite communications systems. GMR-1 3G terminal uses 
separate dedicated transceivers to handle the terrestrial and satellite connections.  

 

While the more advanced systems are coming in the near future, the well established service 
providers such as Inmarsat have also developed their own systems supporting both voice and data 
services. Inmarsat’s BGAN (Broadband Global Area Network) service is one of the first mobile 
communication service that was able to deliver both voice and broadband data simultaneously 
through a single portable device. BGAN offers broadband connectivity for single and multiple 
users, who wish to set up, for example, a mobile office anywhere in the world. 

 

More advanced systems based on terrestrial communications technologies such as S-UMTS, S-
WiMAX, and S-LTE have been considered and they may be deployed within a few years. S-UMTS 
and other terrestrial based systems provide the advantage of allowing the same transceiver to be 
used for both satellite and terrestrial connection, which simplifies the terminal and reduces cost. In 
addition to more compact terminal design, S-UMTS, S-WiMAX, and other terrestrial based future 
satellite such as S-LTE systems provide also other advantages. For example, the satellite and 
terrestrial networks can share the same frequency bands in hybrid mode, thus enhancing the 
spectral efficiency. In addition to improved spectral efficiency, combining the terrestrial and satellite 
service in the same hybrid domain offers interesting opportunities to apply the cognitive radio 
concepts. The shared spectrum can be part of a band allocated to satellite operators or to mobile 
operators.  
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4.7.1 Satellite orbits 
 

At geosynchronous orbits (GEOs) the satellites roughly hover over the same meridian being only 
half a sidereal day above each hemisphere. The distance to the satellites when they appear above 
Europe is approximately 36 000 km. Geostationary orbit is above the equator and distance to the 
satellites is approximately 37 000 km in Finland. It is a special case of geosynchronous (GEO) 
orbits.  

 

Medium-Earth orbits (MEOs) are at the altitudes between 1 700 – 23 786 km and the 
corresponding cycle times are ranging from approximately two hours to less than a sidereal day. 
They are commonly used by the navigation systems such as GPS, Glonass and Galileo, in which 
the satellite altitudes are close to 20 000 km. A MEO can be designed in such way that the same 
areas on Earth will be crossed two times a day. For a communication link usage, the MEOs are a 
compromise between GEO and Low-Earth orbits (LEOs), though perhaps not the best one: they do 
not possess any fixed position in relation to Earth, but the orbit altitude is still relatively high.  

  

Elliptical orbits, a.k.a. Molniya orbits, which can visit the heights below 500 km in their operational 
position around the perigee, but which still can have the cycle time of the sidereal day – or half of 
it. They can be very efficient especially when communications in the higher latitudes are the matter 
concern.  

 

At Low-Earth orbits (LEO), the satellites are e.g. at the heights of 400 – 1700 km and the cycle 
times can be e.g. 1/12, 1/14, or 1/16 of the sidereal day in order to make their orbiting synchronous 
with the rotation of Earth. The low orbits make them advantageous in terms of link budget, but 
there have to be several satellites in order to obtain continuous transmission. Examples of LEO 
satellite systems include Iridium and Globalstar. 

 

The GEO satellites are good at broadcasting services, where same signals are to be received by 
multiple terrestrial users over large areas. Contrary to the broadcasting the lower orbits offer a lot 
of benefits in two-way mission. Accessing a GEO satellite is challenging for a handheld device with 
a low gain antenna, although it works in the open air provided there is a sufficient amount power 
available. Link budgets and sensitivity requirements are rather different for the GEO satellites in 
comparison with the LEO satellites. The drawback for using LEO system is that it needs numerous 
satellites to meet the coverage requirement.  

4.7.2 Frequency bands 
 

An overview of the frequency bands is shown in Table 4.7.1. This section presents a more detailed 
description of the existing frequency allocations in satellite communications.  

 

The band 1 452 - 1 492 MHz (downlink) is allocated on a co-primary basis with the broadcasting 
satellite service to the terrestrial fixed, mobile and broadcasting services. The use of this band by 
the broadcasting-satellite and terrestrial broadcasting services is limited to digital audio 
broadcasting.  

 

European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications administrations (CEPT) has decided that 
the frequency bands 1 518 - 1 525 MHz and 1 670 - 1 675 MHz are designated to the mobile 
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satellite service (MSS). Explicitly is mentioned the possibility for MSS systems in these bands to 
incorporate a complementary ground component (CGC).  

 

The bands 1 626.5 - 1 660.5 MHz and 1 668 - 1 675 MHz (uplink) and correspondingly 1 518 - 1 
559 MHz (downlink) are allocated almost worldwide to the mobile satellite service (MSS) and are 
mainly used by MSS operators using geostationary satellites to provide two-way mobile satellite 
communications. The band 1 610 - 1 626.5 MHz (up and downlink) is allocated worldwide to MSS 
and is used by MSS operators using LEO satellites.  

 

The bands 1 980 - 2 010 MHz and 2 170 - 2 200 MHz are allocated worldwide to the fixed, mobile 
and mobile satellite (space-to-Earth) services on a co-primary basis. It means that, from a 
regulatory point of view, these three services enjoy the same status. The bands can basically be 
used by both GEO and LEO satellites.  

 

The bands 2 500 - 2 520 MHz (downlink) and 2 670 - 2 690 MHz (uplink) are allocated world wide 
to MSS and are shared with terrestrial (fixed and mobile) services. There the geostationary 
satellites and non-geostationary systems are on an equal footing with regards to spectrum access.  

 

Slightly over 3 GHz is a band for FSS satellites, although, they operate mainly at the C band, from 
3.7 to 4.2 GHz (downlink) and from 5.925 GHz to 6.425 GHz (uplink). These bands are better 
under adverse weather conditions than the higher frequencies, which are also used for FSS, e.g., 
the Ku band (11.45 - 11.7 GHz and 12.5 - 12.75 GHz in Europe for downlink and 14 - 14.5 GHz for 
uplink). The bands 17.3 GHz to 20.2 GHz (downlink) and 27.5 GHz to 30 GHz (uplink) are 
allocated by ECC decision to fixed satellite services (FSS) and fixed (terrestrial) services (FS). In 
addition, sub-bands for uncoordinated FSS transmission have also been allocated.  

 

4.7.3 Satellite channel models 
 

The types of the satellite services can be classified in three types:  
 Broadcast Satellite Service (BSS) using GEO/LEO orbit and fixed/mobile terminals at 2 to 

12 GHz.  
 Mobile Satellite Service (MSS) using GEO/LEO orbit and mobile terminals at 1.5 to 20 GHz.  
 Fixed Satellite Services (FSS) using geostationary orbit and fixed terminals at frequency 

bands 4 to 50 GHz.  
 
There are topologically two different ways of how the connection from satellite to Earth is created:  

 Direct connection satellite – user equipment.  

 Connection via an Earth relay station or comparable.  

 

Satellite-Earth channel models depend on the satellite distance, the allocated frequency band (as 
well as bandwidth), elevation angles and the radio environments at Earth surface. The higher 
frequency bands at BSS and MSS are applied in satellite-to-terrestrial gateways while the satellite-
to-terrestrial links employ L- or S-band. Signal propagation between geostationary or 
geosynchronous orbit and Earth encounters considerably higher path-loss than the link between 
LEO orbit and Earth surface. On the other hand, LEO orbit satellite connections suffer from much 
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higher Doppler effect. It is also noted that carrier frequencies have a significant impact on the path-
loss.  

 

In general, the following specific propagation effects should be considered:  

 For L- and S-band 

o Attenuation (shadow fading) due to trees in static and mobile cases.  

o Multi path fading due to roadside trees, at canyon and hilly, urban, rural etc. 
environments at L- and S-band.  

o Earth-satellite propagation effects inside buildings, building penetration, and building 
blocking at L- and S-band.  

 For Ku, Ka and V band 

o Attenuation by the precipitations in the troposphere. 

 

Earth-satellite link in most cases can be regarded as line-of-sight, and therefore, the popular 
channel model is Ricean with specific Rice factor. However, in the shadowing and blocking cases, 
the channel can be also regarded as Rayleigh. In wideband communications, e.g. DVB-SH, the 
channel bandwidth may be in the range of 8-10 MHz, which requires wideband channel modeling. 
This can be designed by tapped-delay-line (TDL) channel models such as the 3GPP Spatial 
Channel Model (SCM). TDL channel models are usually applied when simulating terrestrial links in 
urban/suburban/rural environments. For Earth-satellite wideband communications TDL models are 
not yet widely used. 

 

For FSS and the service between the terrestrial gateway and satellite in MSS and BSS, higher 
than C band is applied, and the link can be characterized as line-of-sight. In addition, the antennas 
are more directive so that multipath fading and shadowing can be neglected. However, for L- and 
S-band applied in MSS and BSS (e.g. DVB-SH), we should take into account the shadow fading, 
i.e. blocking effect for example by trees and buildings in addition to multipath fading. At frequencies 
below 6 GHz the attenuation caused by rain and other precipitations can generally be neglected.  

 

Considering the frequency band below 6 GHz, it can be stated that narrowband satellite radio 
channel modeling is applicable only for systems with signal bandwidth well below 5 MHz. ITU 
recommendations P.681 presents a narrowband 3-state Markov model with tabulated state 
statistics Error! Reference source not found.. This model has been the basis for a narrowband 
2-state semi-Markov model by Bråten [23]. In a recent development, Pérez-Fontán has developed 
a 2-state Markov model which includes satellite elevation and street orientation effects as well as 
the building density [24]. As mentioned before a tapped delay line wideband model such as the 
SCM channel model can be employed for 5-20 MHz channel bandwidths. 

 

4.7.4 Channel bandwidth, MIMO 
 

In satellite systems, it is typical that the propagation path loss from the transmitter to the receiver is 
high. This leads to limited SNR at the receiver if reasonable TX power is assumed with realistic 
antennas. One way to mitigate this problem is to reduce the signal bandwidth in order to reduce 
the noise power in the receiver. This reduces of course the system data throughput.  
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In principle LTE offers an attractive choice for a hybrid terrestrial-satellite wireless communication 
system. The wide variety of available bandwidths of LTE (1.4 MHz- 20 MHz) includes rather 
narrowband options of 1.4 MHz and 3.0 MHz which may be feasible for some satellite applications. 
On the other hand, LTE system can allocate radio resources on a single Resource Block (RB) 
basis, which covers only 180 kHz frequency band. This makes it possible for a small terminal 
device to get a connection to the satellite with limited TX power. It is an important feature for Smart 
Grid (SG) application, which requires only a small data rate per field device. 

 

One important issue for satellite coverage is the large number of mobile data devices which need 
to be connected to the base station simultaneously. In terrestrial LTE network, e.g. 1000 users 
could be connected to a 3-sector base station simultaneously, which is already demanding from 
the MAC layer processing viewpoint. In satellite cell, this number can be dramatically larger. This 
problem remains challenging even if the users are allocated to multiple narrow LTE bands of 1.4 
MHz.     

 

Multiple-Input, Multiple-Output (MIMO) technique is able to increase peak data rates and spectral 
efficiency as long as radio channel conditions are favorable. As mentioned before, the MIMO 
approach is currently specified in LTE only for downlink. Even if in future it may be applied also in 
uplink, it is not very attractive for satellite based SG application mainly due to the following 
reasons:  

 MIMO requires parallel TX chains which complicates the transceiver. 

 MIMO requires high SNR at the receiver.  

 MIMO requires low-correlated antennas which may be a challenge in line-of-sight type of 
satellite communications. 

 MIMO increases mainly peak data rates/ spectral efficiency. 

 

Table 4.7.2 below summarizes the main system parameters which are assumed in the following 
radio link calculations. Here we assumed the 800 MHz frequency so that a hybrid 
terrestrial/satellite network could be designed with as few base stations as possible. In case that a 
hybrid satellite-terrestrial coverage is built based on an LTE technology, the most interesting 
frequency bands are those specified by ITU for IMT systems. Interesting bands include the 
following: 450 MHz, 700-800 MHz, 1600MHz (satellite only), 2200 MHz (satellite only), 2500-2700 
MHz, and 3400-3600 MHz. Actually, the 450-470 MHz band would be even more attractive for 
cost-efficient coverage building. The smallest bandwidth of 1.4 MHz was chosen due to the fact 
that the required data rates are rather modest.  

 

Table 4.7.2: LTE system parameters for satellite coverage.  

 

LTE system parameters
Carrier frequency 800 MHz
Duplex mode FDD
Channel bandwidth 1.4 MHz
MIMO setting 1 TX/ 2 RX  
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4.7.5 Radio link budgets, antennas and cabling  
 

Radio link budgets 

 

In the following, the path loss for both the GEO and LEO systems are evaluated for these 
frequency bands. Typical LEO satellite system may have satellite-terminal distance of 800 - 1500 
km (e.g. Iridium and Globalstar). The corresponding free space propagation path loss values are 
shown in Table 4.7.3 below. 

 

Table 4.7.3: Free space propagation path loss for LEO satellite.   

 

Path loss for LEO satellite 
Dist=800 km Dist=1500 km

Carrier frequency [MHz] Path loss [dB] Path loss [dB]
450 143,5 149
800 148,5 154

1600 154,5 160
2200 157,5 163
2600 159 164
3500 161 166,5  

 

Depending on the allocated frequency spectrum the propagation path loss values fall into a similar 
range as for the terrestrial systems (see 4.6.3.2). Thus, in principle, it is feasible to built LTE 
coverage from a LEO satellite system. As discussed above, we assume a hybrid 1.4 MHz LTE800 
network using both terrestrial and satellite based eNodeB’s. This network could serve various 
applications including smart grid (SG) use cases. The SG system requirements are taken into 
account in the following. For example, the field device applies external antennas to minimize TX 
power requirements. The system is designed mainly for wide area coverage with low data rates.  

 

The link budget for a LEO satellite at 800 km distance is calculated in the following (see also Error! 
Reference source not found. for reference). In this calculation, we assumed that in the downlink 
the satellite TX power is 4W for 1.4MHz band while its antenna gain is 20 dBi (for reference, the 
maximum antenna gain of the Iridium satellite is 24 dB). It was assumed that low data rate with 
QPSK-1/2 modulation and coding scheme is applied which gives about 0.7 Mbit/s overall data 
throughput. Compared to the free space loss the link budget leaves almost 10 dB margin for 
shadowing/non-favorable satellite orientation. On favorable conditions higher MCS can be applied 
for enhanced system throughput. 
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Satellite Link Budget: Downlink
Satellite distance 800 km
Carrier frequency 800 MHz
Noise bandwidth, B 1400000 Hz
Free space path loss 148,5 dB

Boltzmann constant k 1,38E-23 J/K
NF 7 dB
T 2
k* T* B -112,5 dBm
Receiver noise floor -105,5 dBm
Required SNR 3 dB
Receiver sensitivity -102,5 dBm

TX EIRP 56 dBm
RX antenna gain 2 dBi
Interference margin 3 dB
Maximum path loss 157,5 dBm

90 K

 
 

 

The link budget of the uplink is calculated for a single resource block (180 kHz bandwidth) to count 
for the low TX power of the terminal. Thus the maximum data rate is 120 kbit/s. TX power of 250 
mW with antenna gain of 2 dBi was employed in the link budget. 

 

Satellite Link Budget: Uplink
Satellite distance 800 km
Carrier frequency 800 MHz
Noise bandwidth, B 180000 Hz
Free space path loss 148,5 dB

Boltzmann constant k 1,38E-23 J/K
T_system 827 K
k* T* B -116,9 dBm
Receiver noise floor -116,9 dBm
Required SNR 3 dB
Receiver sensitivity -113,9 dBm

TX EIRP 26 dBm
RX antenna gain 20 dBi
Interference margin 3 dB
Maximum path loss 156,9 dBm  
 

In case of geostationary/geosynchronous MSS satellite systems, the distance between the satellite 
and the terminal (in Finland) is roughly 37000 km. This scenario leads to the following path losses 
at different carrier frequencies (Table 4.7.4). 

 

Table 4.7.4: Path loss for GEO satellite.  
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Path loss for GEO satellite (d=37000 km)
Carrier frequency [MHz] Path loss [dB]

450 177
800 182

1600 188
2200 191
2600 192
3500 195  

 

Considering the GEO satellite system, we assume again a hybrid 1.4 MHz LTE800 network using 
both terrestrial and satellite based eNodeB’s. The system is optimized for the SG use case 
requirements similarly as with the LEO case. 

 

The link budget for a GEO satellite at 37000 km distance is calculated assuming QPSK-1/2 
modulation and coding scheme (0.7 Mbit/s data throughput for the entire system). In this case it is 
assumed that the fixed SG terminal antennas have fixed orientation towards the GEO satellite so 
that a directive external antenna can be used. Antenna gain of 8 dBi is assumed. Due to the Line-
of-Sight conditions it is expected that a significant margin for shadowing is not required. The link 
budget can be further enhanced by increasing the TX power levels or by employing a lower 
modulation and coding scheme, e.g. QPSK-1/3 or QPSK-1/5. In downlink, 8W TX power per 1.4 
MHz was applied with 36 dBi antenna gain. 

 
Satellite Link Budget: Downlink
Earth radius 6371 km
Satellite height 35786 km
Satellite distance 37221 km
Carrier frequency 800 MHz
Noise bandwidth, B 1400000 Hz
Free space path loss 182 dB

Boltzmann constant k 1,38E-23 J/K
NF 7 dB
T 2
k* T* B -112,5 dBm
Receiver noise floor -105,5 dBm
Required SNR 3 dB
Receiver sensitivity -102,5 dBm

TX EIRP 75 dBm
RX antenna gain 8 dBi
Interference margin 3 dB
Maximum path loss 182,5 dBm

90 K

 
 

In uplink, the SG terminal TX power of 500 mW was assumed with 8 dBi external antenna. 
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Satellite Link Budget: Uplink
Earth radius 6371 km
Satellite height 35786 km
Satellite distance 37221 km
Carrier frequency 800 MHz
Noise bandwidth, B 180000 Hz
Free space path loss 182 dB

Boltzmann constant k 1,38E-23 J/K
T_system 827 K
k* T* B -116,9 dBm
Receiver noise floor -116,9 dBm
Required SNR 3 dB
Receiver sensitivity -113,9 dBm

TX EIRP 35 dBm
RX antenna gain 36 dBi
Interference margin 3 dB
Maximum path loss 181,9 dBm  
 

 

Terminal antennas 

 

A typical terminal antenna solution for L-Band and S-Band is a (passive) quadrifilar helix or patch 
antenna. Active antenna technology requires power input, therefore, therefore, they are feasible 
only in special cases. Typical quadrifilar helix antenna at this frequency range is about the length of 
10-20 centimeters, diameter varies from one to several centimeters. The radiation pattern of the 
quadrifilar helix is typically designed so, that the best gain is about 120 degrees (+/- 60 degrees 
upwards) from the tip of the antenna, so in general the device needs just to point upwards, but in 
higher latitudes it needs to be tilted if the geostationary satellite is in question. A major advantage 
of a quadrifilar helix is its very wide angle circular polarization.  

 
Patch antennas can be described as a square or flat panel. Both passive and active models exist 
currently and are commercially available from multiple vendors. In comparison to a helix, a patch 
antenna gives more directional beam, and so there is less gain demand for the transmitter, but as 
a down side the patch antenna needs to be more carefully directed towards the desired satellite. 
Also a circular polarization can be realized with a patch, but typically the beam (cone), where the 
circular polarization is good, is much narrower than that in a quadrifilar helix. An example of a 
patch antenna is shown in Figure 4.7.2. 
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Figure 4.7.2: Example of a patch antenna.  

 

A major issue in terminal design is the cable loss, which limits the achievable length of the cable. 
Within L-Band frequency of roughly 1.6 GHz the practical loss should be less than 3 dB. Table 
4.7.5 lists the losses of different cable types.  

 

Table 4.7.5: Cable loss estimates.  
 
 Loss in [dB] @ 1600 MHz  

     

Length [m] / 
Cable type RG59 RG6 RG7 RG11 

5 1,71 1,37 1,09 0,93 

10 3,43 2,74 2,18 1,87 

20 6,85 5,49 4,35 3,73 

 

4.7.6 Spectral efficiency, air interface capacity 
 

As discussed before, Vattenfall customer devices locate predominantly in rural areas with an 
average of only 14 customer sites per MV/LV transformer. Therefore, Vattenfall has preferred wide 
area, low capacity cellular GPRS as the primary meter access technology. There are roughly 400 
000 customer devices, which are spread over a large geographical area (see Chapter 4.1). 

  

In satellite based communication, the entire Vattenfall network is served by a single satellite beam 
(base station). During Sylvi storm the highest rate of power outages was 15000 outages / 15 min 
across the VFV system. This corresponds to around 17 faults per second (1000 faults per minute). 
If we assume that each fault is reported by a data package of 150 bytes (1200 bits, SMS type data 
packet), the needed peak data rate for a worst case scenario is roughly 20.4 kbit/s (17*150*8 
bits/s). This takes 17*10 RB’s, which covers 170 ms in time. The required amount is 170 RB’s out 
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of 6000 available ones in one second. The SG data rate is therefore rather small even in a worst 
scenario of a very strong storm. Therefore, only about 3% of system throughput is estimated to be 
used (in “storm scenario”). It must be noted that this calculation does not take into account the 
control signaling overhead.  

 

In a normal operation mode AMR requires roughly 400 000 data reports per 6 hours (see 4.3.1). 
This scales to 22.2 kbit/s on average, if each reading requires 1200 bits. From the 700 kbps 
system throughput the AMR data takes only about 3%. Again, this calculation does not take into 
account the control signaling overhead.  

  

In general, the spectrum efficiency is rather modest in current scenario since roughly 0.7 Mbit/s is 
reached at 1.4 MHz channel. This low efficiency of 0.5 bit/s/Hz is mainly due to low SNR condition 
in two-way satellite communications which prevents the use of high modulation and coding 
schemes. Table 4.7.6 below summarizes the findings.  

 

Table 4.7.6. SG data rate requirement.  

 

Required SG data capacity (1.4 MHz LTE bandwidth)
Scenario Required data rate D Throughput T D/T
Peak fault case 20.4 kbit/s 720 kbit/s 2,80%
Average AMR case 22.2 kbit/s 720 kbit/s 3,1%  
 

4.7.7 Observations 
 

Satellite based SG data transfer is in principle feasible for both GEO and LEO satellite systems. In 
extreme weather conditions, it could be the only system that is operating due to the fact that 
terrestrial base stations are vulnerable to lightning etc. However, it was evaluated that the required 
SG data rate is very small for a network of 400000 field devices. This indicates that for cost 
reasons the SG data transfer should be only a small part of a hybrid terrestrial/satellite LTE 
network. 

 

The satellite approach has a specific challenge for the MAC layer processing since a single 
satellite cell would cover a large number of field devices (400000 in the current case). It is not clear 
whether this number of users can be in a connected state. Perhaps some form of time multiplexing 
between idle and connected states is needed to reduce the MAC layer requirements.  

 

Satellite links comprise large propagation path loss (low SNR) which indicates that small 
bandwidths and low modulation and coding schemes are preferable. On the other hand, this is not 
a severe limitation due to the fact that the SG data capacity need is small. The spectrum efficiency 
tends to be very modest, thought, and e.g. the MIMO approach is not attractive. 
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5 Results 
Unless sated otherwise the following results are for the dedicated LTE network which is coverage 
optimized for the utility. This is the worst case from a traffic load point of view due to the 
comparatively lower number of sites and cell / network capacity when compared with the CSP 
MBB network.  

5.1 Uplink vs. Downlink traffic ratio 
The following charts compare the Uplink vs. Downlink ratio from the average monthly traffic.  

The traffic is calculated for the air interface and includes RRC signalling and protocol overheads 
(see 4.4.2). 

 

All use cases combined: 

A verage T raf f ic /  mo nt h [ GB / mont h]

223.9

71 %

91.9

29 %

UL Tr af f i c Volume [GB/ Month]

DL Tr af f i c Volume [GB/ Month]

 
 

AMR only: 

Average Traffic / month [GB/month]

132.6
92 %

12.0
8 %

UL Traffic Volume [GB/Month]

DL Traffic Volume [GB/Month]

 
 

 

 

DA use cases (without AMR): 
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A verag e T raf f ic /  mo nt h [ GB / mo nt h]

91.3

53 %

79.9

47 %
UL Tr af f ic Volume [GB/ Month]

DL Tr af f ic Volume [GB/ Month]

 
 

The large UL - DL asymmetry in the AMR case is due to the assumed ~11:1 asymmetry of the 
meter reports.  

For the DA related use cases comprising many low-volume signaling events, the combined effect 
of symmetric load from ICMP pings, TCP/IP and VPN overheads as well as RRC signaling for 
disconnectors tend to level this difference to nearly 50:50%. 

It is sometimes argued that LTE TDD has an advantage over FDD in matching asymmetric UL 
traffic needs. While this is true, TDD also has a worse radio link budget and hence less cell 
coverage, see [2]. This would drive the cost of a dedicated utility LTE TDD network compared to 
FDD as these networks are strictly coverage limited (see following results on low the capacity 
utilization). 

As SG traffic stresses the UL much more than the DL, there is no gain (but only extra cost) from 
the additional eNB TX paths needed for MIMO in a dedicated utility optimized LTE network. Note 
however, that a CSP provided MBB network would anyway deploy MIMO in order to boost DL user 
throughput. 

As UL is clearly the limiting direction, both from an offered SG traffic and LTE capacity perspective, 
most of the following traffic load results will be quoted for UL only. 
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5.2 Traffic per area type 
The following 2 charts show the geographical area type distribution and then the distribution of the 
average monthly UL air interface traffic per area type. 

 

Geographical area type distribution 

Area Type [km^2]
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2 %
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Distribution of the average monthly air interface traffic per area type 

U L Traf f ic V o lume per area t ype [ GB / mont h]

18.9

8 %

43.1

19 %

162.0

73 %

Ur ban

Subur ban

Rur al

 
 

This is due to the fact that almost 35% of all meters are located in urban and suburban areas and 
AMR related traffic is the dominating traffic source. 
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5.3 Monthly traffic volumes  
The following charts analyze the average monthly air interface traffic. The traffic is calculated for 
the UL and includes RRC signalling and protocol overheads (see 4.4.2). 

 

The breakdown of the total monthly air interface traffic on a per use case basis shows AMR 
dominates with nearly 60%, but that the 40% share of DA (= FA + primary substation connectivity) 
is significant. On the other hand, the AMR+DMS use case (using meter alarms & queries in DMS) 
generates insignificant traffic volumes due to the comparatively low event intensities scaling with 
fault rates: 

Total monthly air interface traffic – per use case 

UL Traffic Volume [GB/month]
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59 %
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0 %
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8 %
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FA
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The corresponding picture emerges for the breakdown on a per field device type basis. The share  
from disconnectors is much larger than from reclosers; this is due to their comparatively larger 
numbers in the field (about one order of magnitude (OM)) and due to the large RRC signaling 
overhead for each VPN ping (establish & tear down of radio link). 

Total monthly air interface traffic – per field device type 

UL Traffic Volume, total
 [GB/month]

132.6
59 %

2.4
1 %
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32 %
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8 %

AM
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There are only round ~2k DA RTUs compared to the ~400k meters - a difference of 2 orders of 
magnitude (OMs). However, each DA RTUs generates much more traffic than a meter as can be 
seen from the breakdown of the monthly air interface traffic on a single field device basis. In 
particular the primary substation GW generates large traffic volumes, but there are only relatively 
few of them, so that their overall share on the total traffic volume remains under 10%. The traffic 
volume per each meter is small, but their large number generates the dominating share on the total 
traffic volume. 

Monthly air interface traffic – for a single field device 

UL Traffic Volume, per device [MB/month]

0.3 18.4

42.3

156.9
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Disconnect or
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The following chart shows the breakdown of the total monthly air interface traffic on a per event 
basis: 

Monthly UL traffic per event [GB/month]
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Aside from AM reads, the disconnector VPN pings with their large RRC signaling overhead needed 
for establishment & tear down of the radio link are the second significant traffic source. Within the 
volumetric model here (see Sect. 4.4.2) each disconnector VPN ping generates 4x the amount of 
air-interface traffic compared to a recloser or substation VPN ping – for the latter ones it is 
assumed that the radio link is kept always active (i.e. in the RRC_CONNECTED state) due to the 
comparatively shorter event inter-arrival times. Hence the relative overhead of the disconnector 
VPN pings is assumed much larger. The only other significant traffic sources are recloser and 
substation IEC-104 measurements and state indications. These occur on a regular basis and not 
only in the (relatively rare) case of MV faults. 

 

The following chart presents the monthly UL traffic at the P-GW APN on the basis of a single field 
device. This traffic does not include any RRC or other air-interface related protocol overheads; 
neither are transport overheads below the IP layer included.  

 

Monthly traffic at the LTE P-GW APN – for a single field device  

UL Traffic Volume, per device [MB/month]

0.3 17.4
9.8

148.0

AM
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Disconnect or
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These results allow the correlation of the per-device traffic assumptions of Sect 4.4 against a few 
actual reported data points for disconnectors and reclosers as follows. Considering the UL vs. DL 
traffic ratio for FA (see chart in Sect 5.1), one obtains  

 Recloser:  30 MB/month transferred in total (UL+DL) 

 Disconnector:  19 MB/month transferred in total (UL+DL) 

This calculated traffic is ~2.5 … 3.3 x smaller than actual measured monthly traffic which might be 
due to the missing overheads from VPN connection re-establishments, possibly differently 
configured field RTUs with higher reporting rates etc. Nevertheless, while this error sounds large, it 
seems acceptable for ‘order-of-magnitude’ estimates and will have little impact on the overall 
conclusions. Significantly more work would be required to obtain detailed data from the two 
underlying GPRS networks for better calibration; moreover to resolve the data volume on the 
granularity of individual events also measurements from SCADA/DMS and the AMR MDMS would 
be required. 
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Finally the average monthly air interface traffic will be set into relation to the LTE air interface 
capacity for each of the area types. Here system wide averages across all sites are computed. 
Figures for both, the dedicated LTE network optimized for utility as well as the CSP provided LTE 
MBB network according to the network capacity assumptions of Sect. 4.5.6 are presented: 

 

Average monthly air interface traffic - Dedicated network optimized for utility 

 
 

Average monthly air interface traffic - CSP provided LTE MBB network 

 
 

It’s evident that the average capacity utilization for the considered use cases is very low indeed, in 
particular for the CSP network.  

The following sections investigate if this conclusion changes when considering peak traffic loads by 
zooming into much shorter time-scales on an hourly basis (‘Busy hour’, (BH)) and peak second 
basis. 

 

5.4 Busy hour (BH) traffic 
The BH as compared to an average hour is characterized by 

 AMR activity is ongoing, i.e. an hour within the assumed 6 h AMR read interval is picked. 
This means meter activity increases 24/6 = 4x in the BH as compared to a monthly average 
hour. 

 Sylvi storm is ongoing, i.e. elevated faults rates at the worst hour of Sylvi storm are 
assumed, see Sect 4.2 for the detailed derivation of the relevant Peak-to-Average Event 
Rates multipliers. 

The increased traffic activity of the BH as compared to an average hour is captured by the BH 
Peak-to-Average Event Rates multipliers PAER_BH provided in Table 4.2.4-1.  

It should be noted that the offered traffic within the BH is of course by no means constant over 
time, but instead fluctuates randomly as events arrive. For example, a cluster of AM alarms, sent 
within a short period of time, could lead to much higher second-scale peak loads when compared 
to the average BH load. ‘Peak second’ load is considered in Sections 5.6 and 5.6. 

In the following selected results for the total air interface traffic with focus on differences to monthly 
averages will be shown. The BH traffic is calculated for the UL and includes RRC signalling and 
protocol overheads (see 4.4.2). 
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The following chart shows the breakdown of the BH air interface traffic on a per event basis.  

BH UL traffic per event [MB/h]
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While the AMR traffic increases indeed by factor 4x during the BH when compared to a monthly 
average hour, the scheduled disconnector VPN pings as well as regular recloser & substation IEC-
104 measurements don’t scale upwards at all. Furthermore, storm related IEC-104 events & 
commands have still not become visible (on this scale). This makes the BH AMR share of the 
traffic even more dominating (when compared to the average hour) as the following charts 
demonstrate: 

 

Total BH air interface traffic – per use case 
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Total BH air interface traffic – per field device type 

UL Traffic Volume, total [MB/h]
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The system wide average of the LTE air-interface capacity utilization remains quite low also during 
the BH: 

BH air interface traffic - Dedicated network optimized for utility 

 
 

BH air interface traffic - CSP provided LTE MBB network 

 
 

Compared to a monthly average hour, the system wide BH throughput went up by a factor of only 
~2.8. Apparently the AMR related increase by 4x has been ‘diluted’ by very marginal increases for 
the DA use cases. This will be further investigated in the following section. 
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5.5 Increase of BH Signalling during 2010 Storms 
The results of Section 5.4 showed that the system wide average of the LTE air-interface capacity 
utilization remains quite low - also during the BH. This happens despite the fact that the faults rates 
are significantly elevated during the worst hour of the Sylvi storm.  

As a reminder, in Section 4.2.2 it was found that during the worst hour of Sylvi the Peak-to-
Average Event (=fault) Rate increased in the time domain by a factor of ~431 compared to the 
average hour: 

 

 
 

This results in the corresponding BH Peak-to-Average Event Rates multipliers PAER_BH as 
provided in Table 4.2.4-1: 

 

 
 

The scheduled AMR traffic has a significant share of the total traffic and is not impacted by storms; 
hence we should isolate the increase (by 4x) of AMR during its BH from the storm related impact 
on the remaining use cases. Therefore we will focus in the following on those use cases which 
contain, at least partially, fault driven events, i.e. FA, primary substation connectivity (contains 
reclosing related IEC-104 events and commands) and AM+DMS (alarms, queries). That is to say 
all use cases combined, with the exception of AMR. 
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For this scenario the following figures are the total air interface traffic on UL and include RRC 
signalling and protocol overheads (see 4.4.2). 

 

Total air interface traffic on UL - use cases combined, with the exception of AMR 

 
Average hour: 

 
BH (during worst hour of Sylvi-storm): 

 
 

The increase of the total traffic during the worst hour of the Sylvi storm is merely 4%. 

 

How is it possible that such a large increase of the event intensity, by more than 2 OM, can have 
such a small impact on the aggregate BH traffic? 

The following chart shows the breakdown of the BH air interface traffic on a per event basis for 
these use cases: 

BH UL traffic per event [MB/h]
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Periodic VPN Pings and regularly sent IEC-104 measured values & digital state indications are the 
dominating traffic - even during the storm. On the other hand, fault related signalling (IEC-104 
events & commands, AM alarms, queries…) does not increase to significant levels.  

Periodic VPN Pings and regularly sent IEC-104 measured values & digital state indications provide 
a constant signalling baseload which masks the storm (fault) induced IEC-104 signaling.  

In the following this will be analyzed in more detail for each of the use cases, FA, primary 
substation connectivity and AM+DMS. 

The following table provides the FA related event occurrences during the worst hour of the Sylvi 
storm: 

 

 
 

Pings and IEC-104 measured values remain the dominating events also during the storm. The 
resulting BH air interface traffic on a per event basis is shown in this chart: 

 

BH UL traffic per event [MB/h]
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The following table provides the primary substation related event occurrences during the worst 
hour of the Sylvi storm: 

 

 
 

Regularly sent IEC-104 measured values remain the dominating events also during the storm. The 
resulting BH air interface traffic on a per event basis is shown in this chart: 
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The BH air interface traffic for AM+DMS on a per event basis is shown in this chart. All events are 
fault induced (as the dominating scheduled AMR traffic has been omitted from the breakdown): 

BH UL traffic per event [MB/h]
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However, as shown in the following chart, the share of the AM+DMS signaling traffic during the 
worst hour of the Sylvi storm remains just some below 3% of all traffic from the considered DA use 
cases (without AMR). Hence it has very little impact compared to the constant signaling baseload 
of VPN Pings and regularly sent IEC-104 measured values & digital state indications generated by 
the DA use cases. 
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And yet, good care has to be taken that the transmission of a larger number of AM alarms, e.g. 
‘One phase missing’ is randomized within a time interval in order to avoid cell peak load on a 
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second scale. In VFV network this is done by randomizing them within a 3 min time window [12] 
which appears to be sufficient to throttle peak loads.  

Contrary to the BH average results presented here, the impact of a burst of temporally and 
spatially localized AM queries is actually the most critical event from a cell peak load perspective, 
I.e. a burst of queries which are dispatched quasi-simultaneously towards meters attached to the 
same cell. This will be investigated further in Section 5.7. 
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5.6 EPC peak load  
Results for second-scale peak loads on the LTE core network (EPC) are presented in the 
following. 

Used parameters are: 

 
 

The low # cells per tracking area is an optimization (reduction of paging load) for the dedicated 
network optimized for utility, bearing in mind that all terminals are stationary M2M devices which 
don’t trigger frequent TA updates.  

Events are modelled as independent Poisson arrivals (parameter Outage percentile) in order to 
capture statistical variations of the # of events per second. This is basically a valid assumption 
except for meter alarms and queries which are correlated events. 

 

From a P-GW peak throughput perspective we obtain the following results: 

 

 
 

The following can be observed: 

 the aggregate offered peak U-plane traffic including S1 transport overhead is merely in the 
order of a single DSL connection 

 if the backhaul transport connections eNB  S/P-GW would be dimensioned according 
to the air interface average cell capacity @ 70% load, then the capacity utilization would be 
< 1%. For a CSP MBB network this would be even significantly less. 

Actual LTE/SAE S/P-GW would offer significantly higher throughputs in the multi-Gbps range, even 
in their minimum configuration. Hence, this offered M2M traffic is ~3 OM less than a single S/P-
GW in a minimum configuration would be able to offer. 
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The following table summarizes the peak transactions per second (TPS) and session context 
requirements: 

 
 

Strictly speaking there could be a few more TPS considering that not all the events are actually 
independent: meter alarms and queries occur in ‘bursts’, triggered by a single fault. If we assume 
that within the considered peak load second 6.25% of AM on a rural MV feeder are queried after a 
MV fault has been repaired then this would lead to a burst of 0.9*0.0625*412 = ~23 AM queries / s.  
Within the allotted outage percentile there might happen still a few other meter queries within the 
same considered peak load second, perhaps not more than  ~10 though. All in all, for a worst case 
second, we might therefore still add 23 + 10 = 33 events which gives rise to 66 RRC state 
transitions and 99 paging messages or additional 165 TPS giving a grand total of 420 TPS.  

Now this is still ~2 OM less than typical MME nodes will be able to handle in their minimum 
configuration. 

However, the # of EMM registered devices (sessions) in the order of 365k is quite significant when 
comparing to the # of pops covered by a MBB network in the same area. This requires the 
corresponding significant memory resources within the nodes and registers to store the session 
and bearer contexts, mainly those related to the meters. 

We conclude that the VFV scenario traffic impact on EPC capacity is essentially marginal in terms 
of throughput and TPS, however significant, due to AMR, in terms of session and context storage 
requirements.  

This is repeating the old expectation that M2M devices tend to be numerous, yet generate very 
little activity per device. 

Hence, their traffic characteristics departs significantly from that of MBB devices (smart phones, 
dongles) and can lead to challenges in economically (down-)scaling of EPC nodes designed for 
MBB networks when deployed in networks dominated by M2M traffic. 
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5.7 M2M Gateway peak load (for DA use cases) 
Results for second-scale peak loads on the M2M gateway are presented in the following. The 
considered use cases are FA and primary substation connectivity. 

 
Events are modelled as independent Poisson arrivals (@ outage percentile = e-4) in order to 
capture statistical variations of the # of events per second. This is basically a valid assumption for 
the DA use cases. 

Transport overhead (e.g. related to Ethernet, possibly IPSec) between the P-GW APN and the 
M2M gateway is not included and may be up to an additional 25%. 
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The same data is visualized in the following chart: 

Peak throughput, second timescale - per event [kbps]
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IEC-104 control traffic (alarms, reclosing,…) plays only a minor role even though the elevated fault 
rates during the Silvy storm are assumed. 

Most pings come from the disconnectors, yet these RTUs provide relatively little useful IEC-104 
measurement data. For reclosers the overhead Pings vs. IEC-104 data is already lower and for the 
primary substation even less. This indicates that in order to end up with similar Ping overheads for 
RTUs the Ping frequency could be set in proportion to the useful IEC-104 traffic volume (which 
would reflect the relative importance of the RTUs in SCADA). 

 

This calculated traffic is ~4 x smaller than actual measured traffic between APN and M2M 
gateway. This indicates that VPN related overheads are not completely accounted for e.g. due to 
missing overheads from VPN connection management and connection re-establishments.  

Significantly more work would be required for better calibration, e.g. measurements and packet 
inspection at the M2M gateway. 
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5.8 SCADA Gateway peak load (for DA use cases) 
Results for second-scale peak loads on SCADA are presented in the following. Use case and 
event modelling is the same as in the previous section, however, now the VPN related overhead 
(SSH and VPN pings) is not present. 

 
Ethernet transport overhead between the M2M gateway and SCADA is not included and may be 
up to an additional ~25%. 
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The same data is visualized in the following chart: 

Peak second throughput - per event [kbps]
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Overall aggregate UL throughput is in the order of 75 kbps, including Ethernet overhead perhaps 
~100 kbps. 

As before, IEC-104 control traffic (alarms, reclosing,…) plays only a minor role even though the 
elevated fault rates during the Silvy storm are assumed. 

This calculated traffic ~2x smaller than actual measured traffic between M2M gateway and 
SCADA. This indicates that the model if the IEC-104 measurements, in particular for the primary 
substation, is not accurate. To better resolve the data volume on the granularity of individual 
events measurements from SCADA would be required. 
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5.9 Cell peak load  
 ‘Cell peak load’ is here to be understood as the peak air interface traffic volume per second for a 
temporally and spatially worst loaded cell. This traffic includes RRC signalling and protocol 
overheads (see 4.4.2). 

In the spatial domain we assume the peak amount of field devices within a cell. This peak amount 
is obtained from the average value by scaling with suitable spatial cell peak-to-average ratios 
(PAR); the detailed assumptions are provided in Section 4.5.5. Additionally, the Peak-to-Average 
Fault multipliers as defined for the utility service area affected by the storm are used; the detailed 
assumptions related to this aspect are provided in Section 4.2.3.  

Events are modelled in the temporal domain as independent Poisson arrivals (parameter Outage 
percentile) in order to capture statistical variations of the # of events per second. Independence of 
Poisson arrivals is basically a valid assumption except for meter alarms and queries which and 
occur in ‘bursts’ triggered by a single fault and are therefore correlated events. 

 

 
 

The following results will consider air interface peak loads for during a second and will be 
presented for the following two cases: 

 

a) All signaling events are uncorrelated Poisson arrivals 

 

b) Same as a), but then a worst case signaling burst will be added as (deterministic) 
load into this ‘peak second’. The selected worst case is that of AMR+DMS queries in 
which 6.25% of AMs on a MV feeder are queried after a MV fault has been repaired. 
No other fault event of the considered use case creates such a large set of 
concurrent events within a small area. 

 

The meter queries in case b) lead e.g. to a burst of 0.9*0.0625*412 = ~23 AM queries / s in a rural 
cell. In this we assume, as a worst case, that all queries are dispatched quasi-simultaneously and 
arrive within the considered peak load second. In reality some scheduling or randomization of the 
queries may be applied for peak load mitigation, but detailed information regarding actual 
algorithms has not yet been obtained. 

Furthermore, assuming that the meter queries are concentrated around the MV fault location we 
find that 6.25% of the MV feeder length3 is small enough to fall within a single cell of the CSP 
provided LTE MBB network4  

 

                                                  
3 MV feeder lengths for the various area types are defined in Section 4.1 
4 and of course then even more so into the much larger cells of the dedicated network optimized for utility 
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a) All signaling events are uncorrelated Poisson arrivals 

 

From a cell peak throughput and RRC session density perspective we obtain the following results 
for the dedicated network optimized for utility: 

 

 
 

 
 

Rural cell, UL peak traffic per event [kbps]
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From a cell peak throughput and RRC session density perspective we obtain the following results 
for the CSP provided LTE MBB network: 

 

 
 

 
 

Rural cell, UL peak traffic per event [kbps]
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b) Same as a), but then AMR+DMS queries are added into this ‘peak second’ (6.25% of AMs on a 
MV feeder are queried) 

 

From a cell peak throughput and RRC session density perspective we obtain the following results 
for the dedicated network optimized for utility: 
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From a cell peak throughput and RRC session density perspective we obtain the following results 
for the CSP provided LTE MBB network: 

 

 
 

 
 

Observations and discussion: 

 The impact from the burst of localized AM queries on the cell peak load is quite noticeable. 
It is the only scenario studied so far in which also the CSP provided LTE MBB network will 
experience a noticeable load (~10 %); 

 Also the 5 MHz LTE dedicated utility network can cope with this momentary peak load 
(~17.5%); 

 When the signaling spikes related to AM queries are considered, the cell capacity utilization 
does not any longer differ significantly (factor 1.7x) between the two LTE network 
examples, as the same peak load (due to AM queries) clearly dominates over the rest of 
the traffic; 

 With a LTE eNB supporting up to 400 ... 500 active RRC sessions when more advanced 
features such as DRX and UE out-of-sync handling are utilized and for the assumed RRC 
release timer of 5 s, we find that the resulting RRC session densities are quite in line with 
the air-interface capacity utilization; 

From these results it’s quite evident that the DMS application (or the related interfaces towards the 
cellular network APN) has to restrict the possibility to generate burst of localized AM queries. 
Suitable methods are randomization over time window (as for alarms) and/or location specific 
scheduling of the queries should the meter locations span several cells. 
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6 Conclusions 
This report contains the distribution system input scenario and the corresponding results from the 
LTE network dimensioning studies. The scenario is based on selected use cases of the Vattenfall / 
Finland (VFV) distribution system network which require wireless communications.  

Communication requirements have been considered for today’s use cases such as AMR, use of 
AMR alarms and queries in DMS for MV/LV outage management, MV feeder automation and 
primary substation connectivity.  

Average and peak capacity utilization of the LTE core and radio network is analyzed in detail for 
the selected use cases. 

For the considered Distribution Automation (DA) use cases, the calculated traffic is ~2.5 … 4 x 
smaller than actual measured traffic which is primarily due to missing overheads in managing VPN 
connections within the model. While this error appears large, it is acceptable for ‘order-of-
magnitude’ estimates and will have little impact on the following conclusions. Significantly more 
work (measurements / packet analysis from M2M gateway, SCADA and MDMS) would be required 
to obtain detailed data for better calibration. 

Two LTE deployment scenarios were considered:  

 a typical CSP provided LTE MBB network; 

 a dedicated, sparse LTE network for the utility which is optimized for coverage. 

Owing to a better radio link budget and much larger cells the number of required sites for the 
dedicated utility LTE network is by a factor of 22 lower compared to the CSP provided LTE MBB 
network: 60 sites instead of 1356 for the considered VFV service area scenario. At the same time, 
the larger cells are able to pick up a much larger number of meters and RTUs, resulting in higher 
capacity utilization per cell when compared to the CSP MBB network.  

Yet, the overall monthly average and Busy Hour (BH) air interface capacity utilization for the 
studied VFV scenario is less than ~1 %, and even less so for CSP MBB network.  

The aggregate, i.e. from all use cases combined, U-plane peak traffic load on the P-GW is merely 
in the order of a single DSL connection (~3 Mbps UL, 0.3 Mbps DL). The impact in terms of 
throughput (3 OM less than typical small P-GW configurations) and TPS (2 OM less) is essentially 
marginal. Significant are, however, session and context storage requirements which are due to 
AMR. This traffic characteristics departs significantly from that of MBB devices (smart phones, 
dongles) and can lead to challenges in economically (down-)scaling of EPC nodes designed for 
MBB networks when deployed in dedicated utility LTE networks in which SG M2M traffic 
dominates. 

During the worst hour of Sylvi the Fault rate and related IEC-104 alarms and control signaling 
increased in the time domain by a factor of ~431 compared to the average hour. However, the 
increase of the total traffic, excluding AMR, during the worst hour of the Sylvi storm is merely 4%. 
Periodic VPN Pings and regularly sent IEC-104 measured values & digital state indications provide 
a constant signaling baseload for the DA use cases which masks the storm (fault) induced IEC-104 
signaling.  

The worst case UL cell peak load in the LTE network for the utility can reach ~7% or even 17.5% if 
meter queries are not scheduled (or randomized over a time window); the corresponding figures for 
the CSP MBB network are 1 %, respectively 10%. From these results it’s evident that the DMS 
application has to control and restrict the possibility to generate burst of localized AM queries and 
alarms. 
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AMR traffic volumes dominate the total (60%) and give a rise to an overall UL : DL traffic ratio of 
approximately 2.5 : 1. While it is sometimes argued that LTE TDD has an advantage over FDD in 
matching asymmetric UL traffic needs, TDD also has a worse radio link budget and hence less cell 
coverage. This would drive the cost of a dedicated utility LTE TDD network compared to FDD as 
these networks are strictly coverage limited. Ultimately, however, the potential of dedicated utility 
LTE networks is driven by spectrum availability. 

Based on this case study 2x5 MHz of spectrum would appear as sufficient to operate a dedicated 
LTE utility and be able to deal also with future SG traffic.  

In a revised version of this report during FP3 more speculative SG use cases will be added which 
could materialize around 2020 such as more advanced distribution automation concepts, retrieving 
disturbance files from primary substations, video surveillance, etc 
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7 Abbreviations 
 
 

OM Order-of-magnitude 
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